We’re very excited about the prospect of you joining the Bellesa Erotica writing
family. We invite all different writers of different backgrounds, writing styles and
experience levels.

What do I need to do to become a writer?
1. Sign up for Bellesa!
2. Write a story that has a sexual theme with a structure and tone that is
entirely at your discretion. We want our writers writing from a place of
passion, not instruction- trust us, the difference is palpable!
3. Please leave bestiality, pedophilia, necrophilia, and any other of the illegal alities and -philias out of your story! Bellesa does not encourage any sort of
illegal activity, child abuse or exploitation. Please make sure your content
reflects our values.
4. Keep your story over the soft minimum of 2000 words- we don’t want you
sparing any of the juicy details!
5. Please do your absolute best to edit the story for spelling and grammar
mistakes. We do have editors who will review your content, but any content
that is riddled with errors and would take too long to correct may be
rejected.

In submitting a piece of erotica to Bellesa, you are agreeing to the following:
• You are the sole creator of the content.
• You are 18 years or older.
• You grant Bellesa permission to publish your submission as received.

• You grant Bellesa permission to use all legal means available to protect your
published work from unauthorized use by other parties.

Should we see a strong fit between a writer and Bellesa, we would be very happy to
discuss permanent positions! We are also looking to offer multi-article contracts.
We will also be hosting numerous contests with prizes for the winners and runnerups. The prizes will be outlined for each contest - stay tuned.
In the near future we will be launching Bellesa Publications, a company whose goal
it is to provide our top writers with publishing deals to launch series and standalone erotica novellas for the masses.

Please send all submission to contact@bellesa.co 💜

